Instruction for downloading of TüV approval certificates (Kennblätter)

Please find below the link to the VDTUEV website from which the approvals can be downloaded.

http://www.vdtuev.de/publikationen/schweisszusatzwerkstoffe

Since the site is in the German language below a short description which data have to be entered in the various fields.

- If the number of the approval document is known, this can be entered in the field “Kennblatt-Nr” and after that press the blue button “Senden” at the bottom of the page.
- If only a trade name is known the name (or a part of it) can be entered in the field “Marke” together with the name Lincoln in the field “Hersteller” after that press the blue button “Senden” at the bottom of the page.

For example entering Conarc in the field “Marke” with Lincoln in the field “Hersteller” will give the following result (see next page)
8 documents have been found, please select the desired approval document by scrolling down or clicking to the next page.